A NDREW J. F IELDHOUSE
Teaching Evaluations
Cornell University solicits feedback and teaching assessments from students regarding the effectiveness of
their teaching assistants at the end of every semester. I have taught weekly discussions for the Cornell University
Department of Economics in each of the last eight semesters (Fall 2014–Spring 2018), with an average teaching
load of two 50-minute discussion sections per semester. This document includes summary statistics for my
course evaluations for all eight courses, followed by the full course evaluations for each of the courses.
I have been appointed as a teaching assistant and taught weekly discussion sections for the following courses:
Introductory Microeconomics, Introductory Macroeconomics, Intermediate Macroeconomics, Accelerated (Undergraduate) Macroeconomics, and Graduate Macroeconomics I. My current appointment is as a teaching assistant for Economics of Wage and Employment in the Cornell University School of Industrial and Labor Relations
(evaluations are not yet available).
I have repeatedly been recognized as an effective teacher. In eight semesters of teaching weekly discussion
sections at Cornell University, my rating in the Department of Economics’ course evaluations has averaged 4.68
out of 5 possible points. The Department has twice recognized my successes in teaching, awarding me the
Howard and Abby Milstein Graduate Teaching Assistantship and Anindya (Bappu) Majumder ’98 Memorial
Prize for Excellence in Teaching.

Andrew J. Fieldhouse
Cornell University Teaching Assistant Evaluations
Introductory Microeconomics, Professor Jennifer Wissink (Fall 2014)

Cornell University
Course Evaluation Response Summary
Semester: Fall 2014
Course Owner: All
Courses:
ECON 1110
DIS 242
DIS 243
DIS 244

Cornell University
Course Evaluation Response Summary
Semester: Fall
Course Owner: All
2014
Course: N/A
CID: N/A
Title: N/A
Instructor: N/A
41 Responses, 94 Enrolled, 43.62% Response

The following questions are to be answered using a 5 point scale, where "1"
and "5" will be defined and "3" always stands for the midpoint. For example,
if a course is slightly below the midpoint in a given aspect, mark "2" for
that item. Only one response is allowed for each question.
RATING SCALE 1= Defined extreme
2=
3= Midpoint
4=
5= Defined extreme
Question

Mean StDevP Count 1 2 3

4

5

N01. Do you feel that the TA chose material that was valuable and appropriate?
1 = inappropriate, e.g., too difficult, too easy
5 = just right

4.53

0.71

38

0 0 5

N02. How well was the TA's presentation of material organized?
1 = congested; disorganized
5 = clear; concise

4.30

0.83

37

0 1 6 11 19

N03. Was there ample opportunity to ask questions in sections?
1 = no opportunity
5 = ample chance

4.49

0.59

37

0 0 2 15 20

N04. Was the TA willing to provide help for the students who needed it?
1 = seemed unwilling to help
5 = seemed interested in being helpful

4.78

0.47

37

0 0 1

N05. Was the TA able to explain difficult material clearly and concisely?
1 = not at all
5 = extremely well

4.32

0.84

37

0 1 6 10 20

N06. How much did you learn from the discussion sections?
1 = nothing
5 = a great deal

4.25

1.01

36

1 2 3 11 19

N07. Did the TA hold regular office hours and make accommodations for those students
who could not come at the scheduled times?
1 = missed office hours regularly and was not accommodating to
students with conflicts
5 = held regular office hours and was accommodating to students with
time conflicts

4.55

0.83

31

1 0 1

N08. The TA deserves an overall rating of:
1 = a very poor TA
5 = an excellent TA

4.41

0.78

37

0 1 4 11 21

8 25

6 30

8 21

Cornell University
Course Evaluation Response Summary
Semester: Fall
Course Owner: All
2014
Course: N/A
CID: N/A
Title: N/A
Instructor: N/A
41 Responses, 94 Enrolled, 43.62% Response

C01. What do you feel was the most valued part of the sections?
392790. The practice problems in each handout
392825. The sections helped me to learn course material much more easily than the lectures.
392843. N/A
392847. .
392829. Andrew is very organized and comes prepared to sections with worksheets that outline what we will be doing for the time period and
also organizes the information so it is easier to learn.
392851. The handouts with practice problems and summaries of concepts.
392857. Andrew had excellent worksheets during section and went through the practice problems step by step.
392819. The handouts were great
392807. Using examples to explain difficult concepts
392797. The practice problems and summary he did in the beginning of each section
392801. The problem sets we went over.
392841. not valuable didn't go
392839. He was always well prepared. Each session involved a conceptual overview and an application to at least one sample problem to
show us how the concepts are applied and the procedure to tackle questions. Very helpful.
He is also a pretty effective communicator.
392817. The handouts were helpful.
392812. The TA's summary of the material covered in lectures and doing practice problems in class
392783. The going over the practice problems.
392789. The problems done in class.

Cornell University
Course Evaluation Response Summary
Semester: Fall
Course Owner: All
2014
Course: N/A
CID: N/A
Title: N/A
Instructor: N/A
41 Responses, 94 Enrolled, 43.62% Response

C02. What do you feel is the least valued part of the sections?
392790. Nothing
392825. People were unwilling to ask and answer questions, which made it tougher, but the TA was not at fault for this.
392843. N/A
392847. .
392857. Nothing! Great section overall.
392819. n/a
392797. n/a he was an amazing ta whatever he did he should keep doing
392801. Lack of discussion or questioning by the TA.
392817. I can't really think of anything.
Sometimes, I wish the TA would speak slower sometimes.
I'm a slow learner and the pace was hard to keep up with at times.
392812. N/A
392783. The confusion from when he made small mistakes.
392789. None.

Cornell University
Course Evaluation Response Summary
Semester: Fall
Course Owner: All
2014
Course: N/A
CID: N/A
Title: N/A
Instructor: N/A
41 Responses, 94 Enrolled, 43.62% Response

C03. What improvements (if any) should be made to the sections?
392790. Allocate more time for students to ask questions regarding the material.
392825. Fostering an environment of participation would probably help.
392843. N/A
392847. .
392857. None.
392819. n/a
392807. None
392797. it's perfect.. maybe more time on certain general explanations but he focused on what was being tested on so it was great!
392801. Offering students a chance to receive extra credit or regular credit through assignments or participation.
392817. I wish answer sheets were handed out to the handouts he gives us during discussion.
392812. N/A
392783. Maybe have another TA present to help prevent any mistakes.
392789. None.

Cornell University
Course Evaluation Response Summary
Semester: Fall
Course Owner: All
2014
Course: N/A
CID: N/A
Title: N/A
Instructor: N/A
41 Responses, 94 Enrolled, 43.62% Response

C04. General critique
392781. Very helpful!
392790. Great TA, was able to answer any questions I had.
392825. Great TA, was able to help in a difficult and boring subject, just the general lack of student participation was the problem
392843. N/A
392837. My TA was great. He explained everything very well and knew the material. While Wissink assumed we knew a bunch of prior
economics material, my TA considered the fact that this was indeed an "introductory" course.
392847. .
392851. Andrew was a great TA and really helped explain things with a different perspective from Professor Wissink, helping learn the
concepts. I can attribute my success in this course to Andrew's very helpful sections. The handouts that he created each time were especially
useful.
392850. why can't they answer questions over email i don't have time to go to office hours
392857. These sections were great reinforcements of concepts and often provided more clarity and useful content than lectures! Andrew is
very knowledgeable and approachable and one of the best TAs I've had at Cornell.
392819. Sections were very helpful
392797. he's awesome :)
392801. It was a good section that served its purpose as a secondary place of learning for the class.
392839. Thanks Fieldhouse!
392817. Discussions were helpful overall.
392812. The discussion was very informative and the TA truly helped students learn/understand economics.
392789. Section was helpful.

Andrew J. Fieldhouse
Cornell University Teaching Assistant Evaluations
Accelerated Macroeconomics, Professor Karel Mertens (Spring 2015)
Cornell University
Course Evaluation Response Summary
Semester: Spring 2015
Course Owner: All
Courses:
ECON 3020
DIS 201
DIS 202

Cornell University
Course Evaluation Response Summary
Semester: Spring 2015 Course Owner: All
Course: N/A
CID: N/A
Title: N/A
Instructor: N/A
8 Responses, 15 Enrolled, 53.33% Response

The following questions are to be answered using a 5 point scale, where "1"
and "5" will be defined and "3" always stands for the midpoint. For example,
if a course is slightly below the midpoint in a given aspect, mark "2" for
that item. Only one response is allowed for each question.
RATING SCALE 1= Defined extreme
2=
3= Midpoint
4=
5= Defined extreme
Question

Mean StDevP Count 1 2 3 4 5

N01. Do you feel that the TA chose material that was valuable and appropriate?
1 = inappropriate, e.g., too difficult, too easy
5 = just right

4.75

0.43

8

0 0 0 2 6

N02. How well was the TA's presentation of material organized?
1 = congested; disorganized
5 = clear; concise

4.88

0.33

8

0 0 0 1 7

N03. Was there ample opportunity to ask questions in sections?
1 = no opportunity
5 = ample chance

4.88

0.33

8

0 0 0 1 7

N04. Was the TA willing to provide help for the students who needed it?
1 = seemed unwilling to help
5 = seemed interested in being helpful

4.88

0.33

8

0 0 0 1 7

N05. Was the TA able to explain difficult material clearly and concisely?
1 = not at all
5 = extremely well

4.75

0.43

8

0 0 0 2 6

N06. How much did you learn from the discussion sections?
1 = nothing
5 = a great deal

4.75

0.43

8

0 0 0 2 6

N07. Did the TA hold regular office hours and make accommodations for those students
who could not come at the scheduled times?
1 = missed office hours regularly and was not accommodating to
students with conflicts
5 = held regular office hours and was accommodating to students with
time conflicts

4.88

0.33

8

0 0 0 1 7

N08. The TA deserves an overall rating of:
1 = a very poor TA
5 = an excellent TA

4.88

0.33

8

0 0 0 1 7

Cornell University
Course Evaluation Response Summary
Semester: Spring 2015 Course Owner: All
Course: N/A
CID: N/A
Title: N/A
Instructor: N/A
8 Responses, 15 Enrolled, 53.33% Response

C01. What do you feel was the most valued part of the sections?
11100. Practice problems were very useful and helped prepare for exams
11107. Going over problems
11108. Everything. We learned exactly what was important.

He would break down all difficult concepts in a way that is easier for us to understand.

He made very good section problems and review sheets.
11109. explaining difficult to grasp concepts, more time reinforcing the subject
11114. I found the section problem sets we did together extremely helpful for learning to apply the concepts we learned and also were good
practice for homework sets. I also found Andrew to be really good at explaining each question.

Cornell University
Course Evaluation Response Summary
Semester: Spring 2015 Course Owner: All
Course: N/A
CID: N/A
Title: N/A
Instructor: N/A
8 Responses, 15 Enrolled, 53.33% Response

C02. What do you feel is the least valued part of the sections?
11108. None.
11109. sometimes felt like it was too easy
11114. Nothing, everything was great.

Cornell University
Course Evaluation Response Summary
Semester: Spring 2015 Course Owner: All
Course: N/A
CID: N/A
Title: N/A
Instructor: N/A
8 Responses, 15 Enrolled, 53.33% Response

C03. What improvements (if any) should be made to the sections?
11108. None.

Cornell University
Course Evaluation Response Summary
Semester: Spring 2015 Course Owner: All
Course: N/A
CID: N/A
Title: N/A
Instructor: N/A
8 Responses, 15 Enrolled, 53.33% Response

C04. General critique
11101. I only went to discussion section twice and so cannot really provide any useful feedback.
11107. Fantastic discussion, excellent TA
11108. Andrew is the reason this course survived. Without him this course would've been a mess. He modified the structure of the course to
match our needs. He salvaged this course as much as possible.
He would always make sure to reteach us the concepts that weren't well covered in lecture so that they are clear to us. He knew exactly what
to do to make sure we understood the basics as well the main content of the material. in my opinion, if Andrew was the professor, this course
would've been perfect.
11114. I learned more in this section than in the lecture. Andrew is a great TA: he was extremely helpful in section and office hours, and he
provided many materials to help study for exams. He was extremely accommodating with office hours prior to exams as well.

Andrew J. Fieldhouse
Cornell University Teaching Assistant Evaluations
Graduate Macroeconomics I, Professors Julieta Caunedo and Karl Shell (Fall 2015)

Cornell University
Course Evaluation Response Summary
Semester: Fall 2015
Course Owner: All
Courses:
ECON 6130
DIS 201

Cornell University
Course Evaluation Response Summary
Semester: Fall
Course Owner: All
2015
Course: N/A
CID: N/A
Title: N/A
Instructor: N/A
11 Responses, 24 Enrolled, 45.83% Response

The following questions are to be answered using a 5 point scale, where "1"
and "5" will be defined and "3" always stands for the midpoint. For example,
if a course is slightly below the midpoint in a given aspect, mark "2" for
that item. Only one response is allowed for each question.
RATING SCALE 1= Defined extreme
2=
3= Midpoint
4=
5= Defined extreme
Question

Mean StDevP Count 1 2 3 4 5

N01. Do you feel that the TA chose material that was valuable and appropriate?
1 = inappropriate, e.g., too difficult, too easy
5 = just right

4.36

0.64

11

0 0 1 5 5

N02. How well was the TA's presentation of material organized?
1 = congested; disorganized
5 = clear; concise

4.18

0.71

11

0 0 2 5 4

N03. Was there ample opportunity to ask questions in sections?
1 = no opportunity
5 = ample chance

4.64

0.48

11

0 0 0 4 7

N04. Was the TA willing to provide help for the students who needed it?
1 = seemed unwilling to help
5 = seemed interested in being helpful

4.64

0.48

11

0 0 0 4 7

N05. Was the TA able to explain difficult material clearly and concisely?
1 = not at all
5 = extremely well

4.36

0.64

11

0 0 1 5 5

N06. How much did you learn from the discussion sections?
1 = nothing
5 = a great deal

4.18

0.71

11

0 0 2 5 4

N07. Did the TA hold regular office hours and make accommodations for those students
who could not come at the scheduled times?
1 = missed office hours regularly and was not accommodating to
students with conflicts
5 = held regular office hours and was accommodating to students with
time conflicts

4.64

0.48

11

0 0 0 4 7

N08. The TA deserves an overall rating of:
1 = a very poor TA
5 = an excellent TA

4.45

0.65

11

0 0 1 4 6

Cornell University
Course Evaluation Response Summary
Semester: Fall
Course Owner: All
2015
Course: N/A
CID: N/A
Title: N/A
Instructor: N/A
11 Responses, 24 Enrolled, 45.83% Response

C01. What do you feel was the most valued part of the sections?
.

Cornell University
Course Evaluation Response Summary
Semester: Fall
Course Owner: All
2015
Course: N/A
CID: N/A
Title: N/A
Instructor: N/A
11 Responses, 24 Enrolled, 45.83% Response

C02. What do you feel is the least valued part of the sections?
.

Cornell University
Course Evaluation Response Summary
Semester: Fall
Course Owner: All
2015
Course: N/A
CID: N/A
Title: N/A
Instructor: N/A
11 Responses, 24 Enrolled, 45.83% Response

C03. What improvements (if any) should be made to the sections?
.

Cornell University
Course Evaluation Response Summary
Semester: Fall
Course Owner: All
2015
Course: N/A
CID: N/A
Title: N/A
Instructor: N/A
11 Responses, 24 Enrolled, 45.83% Response

C04. General critique
.

Andrew J. Fieldhouse
Cornell University Teaching Assistant Evaluations
Introductory Macroeconomics, Professor Arnab Basu (Spring 2016)
Cornell University
Course Evaluation Response Summary
Semester: Spring 2016
Course Owner: All
Courses:
ECON 1120
DIS 274
DIS 275

Cornell University
Course Evaluation Response Summary
Semester: Spring 2016 Course Owner: All
Course: N/A
CID: N/A
Title: N/A
Instructor: N/A
35 Responses, 85 Enrolled, 41.18% Response

The following questions are to be answered using a 5 point scale, where "1"
and "5" will be defined and "3" always stands for the midpoint. For example,
if a course is slightly below the midpoint in a given aspect, mark "2" for
that item. Only one response is allowed for each question.
RATING SCALE 1= Defined extreme
2=
3= Midpoint
4=
5= Defined extreme
Question

Mean StDevP Count 1 2 3

4

5

N01. Do you feel that the TA chose material that was valuable and appropriate?
1 = inappropriate, e.g., too difficult, too easy
5 = just right

4.61

0.54

31

0 0 1 10 20

N02. How well was the TA's presentation of material organized?
1 = congested; disorganized
5 = clear; concise

4.58

0.75

31

0 1 2

6 22

N03. Was there ample opportunity to ask questions in sections?
1 = no opportunity
5 = ample chance

4.68

0.64

31

0 1 0

7 23

N04. Was the TA willing to provide help for the students who needed it?
1 = seemed unwilling to help
5 = seemed interested in being helpful

4.84

0.36

32

0 0 0

5 27

N05. Was the TA able to explain difficult material clearly and concisely?
1 = not at all
5 = extremely well

4.59

0.65

32

0 0 3

7 22

N06. How much did you learn from the discussion sections?
1 = nothing
5 = a great deal

4.00

0.95

31

1 1 5 14 10

N07. Did the TA hold regular office hours and make accommodations for those students
who could not come at the scheduled times?
1 = missed office hours regularly and was not accommodating to
students with conflicts
5 = held regular office hours and was accommodating to students with
time conflicts

4.70

0.52

30

0 0 1

7 22

N08. The TA deserves an overall rating of:
1 = a very poor TA
5 = an excellent TA

4.61

0.65

31

0 1 0

9 21

Cornell University
Course Evaluation Response Summary
Semester: Spring 2016 Course Owner: All
Course: N/A
CID: N/A
Title: N/A
Instructor: N/A
35 Responses, 85 Enrolled, 41.18% Response

C01. What do you feel was the most valued part of the sections?
40826. I never attended the sections but Andrew was extremely helpful over email and during office hours.
40832. doing difficult problems
40824. Worksheet were a good survey of questions in material.
40834. The problems made the lectures understandable
40889. Organized and Clear teaching
40849. Really enjoyed how detailed and well taught the sections were. And the work sheets really assisted in studying for exam and
understanding better.
40858. The review/problem sheets
40862. Working through problems by drawing graphs was very helpful in addition to the times we just covered definitions
40885. The different practice problems that we went through that covered lecture material and more.
40874. Seeing concepts come alive with practice problems
40859. The handouts Andrew made for us were extremely useful. I liked being able to follow along the sections this way and they were good
notes to keep.
40812. Going over the section problem sets.
40848. Going through the free response problems on the blackboard were very helpful.
40847. I liked that we were able to go through questions together as a class. It was nice to hear the information explained again in section.
40820. The TA's explanation of concepts
40808. He was very clear in walking through the material and made it clear that it was an open forum for discussion and questions.
40822. Worksheets were helpful
40823. He was good at explaining things.
40813. Practice problems

Cornell University
Course Evaluation Response Summary
Semester: Spring 2016 Course Owner: All
Course: N/A
CID: N/A
Title: N/A
Instructor: N/A
35 Responses, 85 Enrolled, 41.18% Response

C02. What do you feel is the least valued part of the sections?
40832. handouts
40824. n/a
Everything was okay.
40858. NA
40862. n/a
40885. The pace was sometimes a little slow.
40874. Andrew demonstrating practice problems
40859. We spent too much time on individual questions.
40812. n/a
40847. There was nothing that was unhelpful or valuable.
40820. The time crunch and how we never finished going through the questions
40808. Sometimes I felt that too much content was covered in recitations. It made it somewhat complicated and sometimes we did not finish
the whole sheet that was given at the beginning of section.
40823. none
40813. the theory

Cornell University
Course Evaluation Response Summary
Semester: Spring 2016 Course Owner: All
Course: N/A
CID: N/A
Title: N/A
Instructor: N/A
35 Responses, 85 Enrolled, 41.18% Response

C03. What improvements (if any) should be made to the sections?
40832. they're good
40824. Maybe post the answers to worksheets via email. I missed a couple classes and missed some answers.
40834. Slow down when explaining the material
40849. Really enjoyed it, by far best TA, don't make change
40858. Post answers online
40862. n/a
40885. Not much, discussion was helpful
40874. Shorten content. Focus on less.
40812. Moving a bit quicker through the problem sets/review such that there is time to cover everything.
40847. It would be nice if we could have an answer key to the questions in section as well. Sometimes it was difficult to remember the
explanations for the answers to the questions after section.
40820. Better time management
40808. Maybe try to tackle less material during each session? I know that is difficult because Professor Basu moves at a very quick pace, so
perhaps both could be slowed down.
40822. Rather slow, did not make it through worksheets
40823. none
40813. More practice problems

Cornell University
Course Evaluation Response Summary
Semester: Spring 2016 Course Owner: All
Course: N/A
CID: N/A
Title: N/A
Instructor: N/A
35 Responses, 85 Enrolled, 41.18% Response

C04. General critique
40832. overall very good
40824. OK TA. There for help if you needed it. Worksheets were useful to understand basic concepts.
40834. Fine TA, but at times it was hard to engage.
40858. NA
40862. I wish we could have had more sections. All I've learned from this course was because of Andrew
40874. Overall, a very good and knowledgeable TA. Used class time very effectively.
40859. I really liked Andrew. He was one of the best TAs I ever had at Cornell.
40812. The problem sets and reviews were very helpful but we often didn't get through the whole set, leaving students with some questions on
the left over problems.
40880. Great TA, but I was personally unmotivated to listen -- not really the TA's issue, but perhaps teach with greater enthusiasm or in a
louder volume
40865. One of the best TA's I've ever had
40848. I had Susan, not Andrew. She was a knowledgable TA, but her sections were very boring.
40847. I think that Andrew was a great TA and taught the information well. I enjoyed his section.
40820. I think Andrew Fieldhouse is a really good, clear and knowledgeable TA. I also like the fact that he takes out the time to answer all
questions.
40808. Generally good! Andrew was a very helpful and relatable TA.
40822. Good TA
40823. He enforced what was taught in lecture and helped by answering questions in a simple way.
40813. More practice problems, less review of theory

Andrew J. Fieldhouse
Cornell University Teaching Assistant Evaluations
Intermediate Macroeconomics, Professor Henry Wan (Fall 2016)

Cornell University
Course Evaluation Response Summary
Semester: Fall 2016
Course Owner: All
Courses:
ECON 3040
DIS 210
DIS 211

Cornell University
Course Evaluation Response Summary
Semester: Fall
Course Owner: All
2016
Course: N/A
CID: N/A
Title: N/A
Instructor: N/A
29 Responses, 81 Enrolled, 35.8% Response

The following questions are to be answered using a 5 point scale, where "1"
and "5" will be defined and "3" always stands for the midpoint. For example,
if a course is slightly below the midpoint in a given aspect, mark "2" for
that item. Only one response is allowed for each question.
RATING SCALE 1= Defined extreme
2=
3= Midpoint
4=
5= Defined extreme
Question

Mean StDevP Count 1 2 3 4

5

N01. Do you feel that the TA chose material that was valuable and appropriate?
1 = inappropriate, e.g., too difficult, too easy
5 = just right

4.75

0.50

28

0 0 1 5 22

N02. How well was the TA's presentation of material organized?
1 = congested; disorganized
5 = clear; concise

4.86

0.34

28

0 0 0 4 24

N03. Was there ample opportunity to ask questions in sections?
1 = no opportunity
5 = ample chance

4.86

0.34

28

0 0 0 4 24

N04. Was the TA willing to provide help for the students who needed it?
1 = seemed unwilling to help
5 = seemed interested in being helpful

4.89

0.30

28

0 0 0 3 25

N05. Was the TA able to explain difficult material clearly and concisely?
1 = not at all
5 = extremely well

4.82

0.38

28

0 0 0 5 23

N06. How much did you learn from the discussion sections?
1 = nothing
5 = a great deal

4.82

0.46

28

0 0 1 3 24

N07. Did the TA hold regular office hours and make accommodations for those students
who could not come at the scheduled times?
1 = missed office hours regularly and was not accommodating to
students with conflicts
5 = held regular office hours and was accommodating to students with
time conflicts

4.89

0.31

27

0 0 0 3 24

N08. The TA deserves an overall rating of:
1 = a very poor TA
5 = an excellent TA

4.89

0.30

28

0 0 0 3 25

Cornell University
Course Evaluation Response Summary
Semester: Fall
Course Owner: All
2016
Course: N/A
CID: N/A
Title: N/A
Instructor: N/A
29 Responses, 81 Enrolled, 35.8% Response

C01. What do you feel was the most valued part of the sections?
53028. Going over the homework and the material in a way that was different from lectures.
53026. The course material was often presented unclearly in lecture. Much of this unclearness regarding the course material was clarified
during the discussions.
53001. The review of the lecture material and the problems presented in sections. Andrew was
53051. The reinforcement of concepts, but most importantly insight and examples of how to solve actual macroeconomic problems.
53047. The practice problems and review
53061. problems relating to material
53065. Andrew's worksheets were very helpful.
53076. Great TA
53039. Reviewing quiz materials
53042. The best part of the sections was that Andrew would go through the parts that were pertinent to the class and could clearly explain
what he was doing in the problems.
53043. Andrew's handouts and working through problems was very useful in reinforcing current topics and providing reference material for
studying for later exams.
53073. Provided numerical analysis, which was sorely lacking in the lecture and exams. Also gave clear and concise reviews.
53036. practice problems and material summaries
53049. His sections and office hours made the material much more clear
53052. Best ta ever, beats the professor
53033. Reinforcement of broad ideas backed with graphical and algebraic examples.
53014. Everything. This class would have been nothing without sections, because nothing was taught in lecture.
53030. The slides and practice questions from sections were extremely clear and helpful.
53018. The sections Andrew taught were extremely helpful and I also found him to be helpful in office hours. The handouts were a great
contribution to the course as well.

Cornell University
Course Evaluation Response Summary
Semester: Fall
Course Owner: All
2016
Course: N/A
CID: N/A
Title: N/A
Instructor: N/A
29 Responses, 81 Enrolled, 35.8% Response

C02. What do you feel is the least valued part of the sections?
53028. N/A
53001. Nothing that I can think of.
53051. Nothing.
53047. None
53061. slides
53039. Historical concepts, which was unfortunately the main focus of the professor's exams
53043. Honestly, there was no part that was not valuable.
53073. The discussion session is very well organized, but one small issue I have is that we spend too much time reviewing quizes, which are
generally quite easy.
53049. Practice problems chosen not always helpful
53018. Sometimes there would not be enough time to answer questions which was at times a bit frustrating but overall I found section and
OHs to be helpful.

Cornell University
Course Evaluation Response Summary
Semester: Fall
Course Owner: All
2016
Course: N/A
CID: N/A
Title: N/A
Instructor: N/A
29 Responses, 81 Enrolled, 35.8% Response

C03. What improvements (if any) should be made to the sections?
53028. Maybe schedule them at a better time so it is more accessible for more people.
53026. Perhaps getting our homework assignments back would have been helpful
53001. I thought they were great. Andrew was always well prepared for them and had a good command of the material.
53051. Less fluff.
53047. None
53061. making sure there is enough time to do all the problems
53065. Hand back the problem sets.
53039. Longer time, so he has time to finish the worksheets provided and review concepts taught in lectures
53043. Andrew did not always cover every problem he included on his handouts. While he usually answered the questions he was not able to
in one section in the following section, providing the solutions to those he could not address would have been nice.
53073. Less time spent on reviewing quizes and more spent on going over more difficult concepts.
53018. Nothing!

Cornell University
Course Evaluation Response Summary
Semester: Fall
Course Owner: All
2016
Course: N/A
CID: N/A
Title: N/A
Instructor: N/A
29 Responses, 81 Enrolled, 35.8% Response

C04. General critique
53028. The discussions were helpful but scheduled at poor times so overall attendance was not as high as it could be.
53026. I believe that Andrew was an excellent TA this semester. He was very knowledgeable and helpful in helping us with the course
material
53007. You killed it, basically I learned this course from the textbook and you rather than the professors
53001. Not really a critique. But, I wanted to thank Andrew for his hard work this semester, as we changed professors in the middle of the
term. And, Andrew made himself very approachable and willing to help throughout the semester.
53051. Very good teaching assistant. Can be seen that he is very knowledgeable.
53035. Great TA, encouraging, enthusiastic about the subject. I've never been placed with an inadequate TA from the Cornell economics
department.
53047. It was great!
53061. andrew was awesome and really helped with the switch when professor Wan had to take a leave from our class. If we hadn't had him it
would have been very jarring.
53065. Andrew was a great TA.
53039. While Andrew was a great TA, unfortunately much of the material practiced in sections did not pertain to the exam material, though
I'm assuming the professor made the section worksheets as well as the exams...
53042. Great TA and would have had difficulty in the class if it had not been for Andrew.
53043. Overall, I was thoroughly impressed by Andrew's knowledge of economics and clarity in conveying the material. He is easily one of
the best TAs, if not the best, I have had at Cornell and really understands how to be an effective teacher.
53046. Andrew was far better than either of the professors we had. Once this man gets his Phd get him on a tenure track ASAP
53049. Great TA! Couldn't have gotten through the course without him
53033. None
53030. Phenomenal TA that rescued the course from extremely difficult-to-understand lectures.
53018. Overall Andrew was a great TA. I felt that his attitude and desire to contribute to student's learning and understanding was quite
remarkable and his teaching style was a wonderful complement to the course material. Lastly, his handouts and availability in Office hours
greatly contributed to this course. I also appreciated his efforts in helping students discuss majors in econ, and helping add the writing
assignment to the course to better our economic writing skills.
53017. Andrew was a great TA. Due to recruiting, I was not able to make it to many of the sections, but Andrew was always accommodating
and understanding. It is not that he was a pushover since he had his own strictness, but that he really was an amiable and knowledgeable guy.

Andrew J. Fieldhouse
Cornell University Teaching Assistant Evaluations
Intermediate Macroeconomics, Professor Christopher Huckfeldt (Spring 2017)
Cornell University
Course Evaluation Response Summary
Semester: Spring 2017
Course Owner: All
Courses:
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Cornell University
Course Evaluation Response Summary
Semester: Spring 2017 Course Owner: All
Course: N/A
CID: N/A
Title: N/A
Instructor: N/A
22 Responses, 39 Enrolled, 56.41% Response

The following questions are to be answered using a 5 point scale, where "1"
and "5" will be defined and "3" always stands for the midpoint. For example,
if a course is slightly below the midpoint in a given aspect, mark "2" for
that item. Only one response is allowed for each question.
RATING SCALE 1= Defined extreme
2=
3= Midpoint
4=
5= Defined extreme
Question

Mean StDevP Count 1 2 3 4

5

N01. Do you feel that the TA chose material that was valuable and appropriate?
1 = inappropriate, e.g., too difficult, too easy
5 = just right

4.77

0.66

22

0 1 0 2 19

N02. How well was the TA's presentation of material organized?
1 = congested; disorganized
5 = clear; concise

4.86

0.34

22

0 0 0 3 19

N03. Was there ample opportunity to ask questions in sections?
1 = no opportunity
5 = ample chance

4.77

0.51

22

0 0 1 3 18

N04. Was the TA willing to provide help for the students who needed it?
1 = seemed unwilling to help
5 = seemed interested in being helpful

4.95

0.20

22

0 0 0 1 21

N05. Was the TA able to explain difficult material clearly and concisely?
1 = not at all
5 = extremely well

4.77

0.41

22

0 0 0 5 17

N06. How much did you learn from the discussion sections?
1 = nothing
5 = a great deal

4.68

0.55

22

0 0 1 5 16

N07. Did the TA hold regular office hours and make accommodations for those students
who could not come at the scheduled times?
1 = missed office hours regularly and was not accommodating to
students with conflicts
5 = held regular office hours and was accommodating to students with
time conflicts

4.59

0.88

22

1 0 0 5 16

N08. The TA deserves an overall rating of:
1 = a very poor TA
5 = an excellent TA

4.82

0.48

22

0 0 1 2 19

Cornell University
Course Evaluation Response Summary
Semester: Spring 2017 Course Owner: All
Course: N/A
CID: N/A
Title: N/A
Instructor: N/A
22 Responses, 39 Enrolled, 56.41% Response

C01. What do you feel was the most valued part of the sections?
11814. Walking step by step through the problems and not skipping anything or jumping ahead.
11827. The TA would stop and allow for questions to be asked if people did not understand the material covered. He would also explain a
problem thoroughly to make it easier to understand.
11834. He covered material which the instructor failed to cover clearly and was very open to questions and explaining anything students had
trouble with
11835. Backing up the lectures.
11843. His practice problems and his ability to answer every question ever. This man is wild intelligent. He knows everything. However, I
truly feel that my performance in this class would have suffered without Fieldhouse's guidance. I think his mastery of the material is clear and
I think he articulates it meaningfully.

Appreciate that he doesnt mind cell phones. I have won hundreds of chess games in his class room! (enhances my learning)
11844. Him reviewing the material from class. The way he broke it down made it more easily digestible than it was in lecture.
11846. The review of the week's material is useful to reinforce our understanding of the lecture material.
11836. Going over the material in lecture
11841. The dedication that Andrew showed to helping us. He really wants us to succeed.
11813. He was very helpful going over weekly problem sets during office hours.
11821. TA made sure that the students understand the material through preparing section handouts and thorough explanation which was really
helpful.
11826. Going over practice problems of the past week's objectives
11822. explaining lecture material

Cornell University
Course Evaluation Response Summary
Semester: Spring 2017 Course Owner: All
Course: N/A
CID: N/A
Title: N/A
Instructor: N/A
22 Responses, 39 Enrolled, 56.41% Response

C02. What do you feel is the least valued part of the sections?
11814. Going over definitions that are already define on the section handout.
11827. Some of the problems we went over in section were not on problem sets or on the test, they were just to enhance our learning which is
understandable but going over problems similar to ones that would be on tests would be more helpful.
11834. Some redundancy in covering equations - he is well prepared and includes them on handouts, so no need to write them on the board too
:)
11835. Time management. Examples.
11843. I wish I had criticisms. Youre just a cool guy.
11844. N/A. He did a great job
11846. There's no specific part of the section that I feel particularly not valuable
11836. Nothing!
11841. N/A
11821. I hope the sections were 60minutes because 50 minutes are little too short.
11826. going over definitions involved with the past week's objectives
11822. NA

Cornell University
Course Evaluation Response Summary
Semester: Spring 2017 Course Owner: All
Course: N/A
CID: N/A
Title: N/A
Instructor: N/A
22 Responses, 39 Enrolled, 56.41% Response

C03. What improvements (if any) should be made to the sections?
11814. If answers to section could be posted on Piazza it would have been beneficial because we often didn't get through the entire handout.
11834. N/A read above, thanks Andrew!
11835. Stop making them so theoretical and get to the math, which is what the homeworks were always about.
11843. That one day where we went off with calculus on the boards was hilarious and uninformative.
11844. N/A
11846. Maybe just more responses and check on Piazza especially during later part of the semester.
11836. Maybe a little more discussion, to make sure everybody is getting the material
11841. Sometimes could go faster for a simpler concept/slower for a harder concept...I think Andrew does a great job, regardless.
11813. The TA should manage time better in section so that there is enough time to ask questions. He often ran out of time or went over and
made us stay late.
11821. General macro theory instead of calculus review would be more helpful because most students take intro macro in their freshman year.
11826. More emphasis on actually doing problems
11822. more discussion of homework material

Cornell University
Course Evaluation Response Summary
Semester: Spring 2017 Course Owner: All
Course: N/A
CID: N/A
Title: N/A
Instructor: N/A
22 Responses, 39 Enrolled, 56.41% Response

C04. General critique
11814. Very pleased with sections.
11830. Andrew was a great TA, he was extremely helpful in office hours and in discussion section.
11827. Very helpful TA and very knowledgeable about the subject. He was always willing to talk about economics and help students
understand the material.
11834. Great TA
11835. The sections were not particularly notable. Make of that what you will.
11838. Thanks!!!
11843. Love you!
11844. N/A
11846. A very responsible, patient, and helpful TA. Can't ask for more.
11836. Andrew was awesome! He has potentially a better grasp of the material than even the professor and has a very clear explanation of all
concepts that makes everything crystal clear! The best T.A. I've had at Cornell so far!
11841. The BEST TA I have ever had!!!
11813. Overall, he is a very good TA with a lot of interest and passion in the subject. It is also evident that he knows a lot about the material.
Sometimes, however, his sections were boring and I feel he could have done more to stimulate interest.
11821. TA was really helpful though the material presented was really hard. Wouldn't have made it without TA's help!
11826. Andrew's sections were very helpful in clarifying issues with the lecture, in office hours he was also very helpful and would thoroughly
go over problems without giving away the answer.
11822. na

Andrew J. Fieldhouse
Cornell University Teaching Assistant Evaluations
Introductory Macroeconomics, Professor Jennifer Wissink (Fall 2017)
Cornell University
Course Evaluation Response Summary
Semester: Fall 2017
Course Owner: All
Courses:
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Cornell University
Course Evaluation Response Summary
Semester: Fall 2017 Course Owner: All
Course: N/A
CID: N/A
Title: N/A
Instructor: N/A
22 Responses, 48 Enrolled, 45.83% Response

The following questions are to be answered using a 5 point scale, where "1"
and "5" will be defined and "3" always stands for the midpoint. For example,
if a course is slightly below the midpoint in a given aspect, mark "2" for
that item. Only one response is allowed for each question.
RATING SCALE 1= Defined extreme
2=
3= Midpoint
4=
5= Defined extreme
Question

Mean StDevP Count 1 2 3 4

5

N01. Do you feel that the TA chose material that was valuable and appropriate?
1 = inappropriate, e.g., too difficult, too easy
5 = just right

4.74

0.54

19

0 0 1 3 15

N02. How well was the TA's presentation of material organized?
1 = congested; disorganized
5 = clear; concise

4.60

0.48

20

0 0 0 8 12

N03. Was there ample opportunity to ask questions in sections?
1 = no opportunity
5 = ample chance

4.60

0.58

20

0 0 1 6 13

N04. Was the TA willing to provide help for the students who needed it?
1 = seemed unwilling to help
5 = seemed interested in being helpful

4.89

0.30

19

0 0 0 2 17

N05. Was the TA able to explain difficult material clearly and concisely?
1 = not at all
5 = extremely well

4.60

0.66

20

0 0 2 4 14

N06. How much did you learn from the discussion sections?
1 = nothing
5 = a great deal

4.30

0.84

20

0 1 2 7 10

N07. Did the TA hold regular office hours and make accommodations for those students
who could not come at the scheduled times?
1 = missed office hours regularly and was not accommodating to
students with conflicts
5 = held regular office hours and was accommodating to students with
time conflicts

4.78

0.41

18

0 0 0 4 14

N08. The TA deserves an overall rating of:
1 = a very poor TA
5 = an excellent TA

4.60

0.58

20

0 0 1 6 13

Cornell University
Course Evaluation Response Summary
Semester: Fall 2017 Course Owner: All
Course: N/A
CID: N/A
Title: N/A
Instructor: N/A
22 Responses, 48 Enrolled, 45.83% Response

C01. What do you feel was the most valued part of the sections?
61108. They allowed for students to review complex concepts that could not be covered in depth during lecture.
61099. He was able to explain the topics we learned in lecture and apply them to practical problems very well.
61104. Andrew's sheets were extremely clear and well prepared.
61105. -Going over the different concepts that we learned in lecture, but in more concise and understandable ways, was enormously helpful
and my favorite part of section. I also really like how Andrew was always there to answer questions after section.
61077. The TA's explanations of the problem sets.
61071. Working through practice problems from previous exams
61090. The easy to understand explanations and the step by step processes used to explain answers.
61072. The problem sets that Andrew selects for us are representative of the materials we learn in class and help us a lot with the online
quizzes.
61079. His handout contains the practice in the past prelims.
61070. Chance to work on problems and have lessons reinforced
61069. one on one conversations with Andrew about Economics that went beyond the scope of the class that really grafted my interest in the
field and possibly for the major.
61092. Andrew was very willing and able to answer our questions and fostered a culture where people felt comfortable asking them as well.
61110. N/A
61098. very good explanations of subject matter

Cornell University
Course Evaluation Response Summary
Semester: Fall 2017 Course Owner: All
Course: N/A
CID: N/A
Title: N/A
Instructor: N/A
22 Responses, 48 Enrolled, 45.83% Response

C02. What do you feel is the least valued part of the sections?
61099. Some sections are completely unnecessary because the course material does not lend itself well to practical applications.
61104. nothing
61105. none!
61077. The fact that we are practicing again on the material that we already have from the practice tests means that essentially we are doing
all over again the same problems, which is kind of not very productive of our time. Instead, we could have gone through new set of problems
and especially multiple choice questions that give a hard time to students.
61071. N/A, everything had some value
61090. How far away it is, in Baker Lab.
61072. N/A
61070. 61092. I feel that it would have been valuable if he had begun each section with an organized review of the material covered in lecture that
week.
61110. N/A
61098. sometimes we went a little too slow in discussion. More could have been covered

Cornell University
Course Evaluation Response Summary
Semester: Fall 2017 Course Owner: All
Course: N/A
CID: N/A
Title: N/A
Instructor: N/A
22 Responses, 48 Enrolled, 45.83% Response

C03. What improvements (if any) should be made to the sections?
61108. N/A
61099. There is no need to improve the lecture.
61104. andrews should have more sections!
61105. none! They were really helpful-I really liked the setup of our TA sections, and the problem sheets that Andrew printed out for us to go
over were very helpful (especially for reviewing after our section and before prelims and finals!)
61077. We should have every time a new set of problems and especially multiple choice questions that give a hard time to students. The TAs
should take time to create their own questions that they think would lead the students to grasp the huge course material better.
61071. Perhaps allow the students to examine the handout first and request specific problems to go over at the start (ensuring that these
problems get finished)
61090. Maybe even more practice problems to take home.
61072. The location should be in a place easier to find.
61079. He can send us the key of his handout.
61070. 61069. making the handouts available on the blackboard or any website if possible
61092. I think that they were very effective.
61110. N/A

Cornell University
Course Evaluation Response Summary
Semester: Fall 2017 Course Owner: All
Course: N/A
CID: N/A
Title: N/A
Instructor: N/A
22 Responses, 48 Enrolled, 45.83% Response

C04. General critique
61099. I have no complaints. 10/10 experience.
61104. Andrew is AMAZING. So knowledgeable and so patient and explains everything in a way that makes sense. He should definitely keep
TAing!
61105. Andrew was a really fantastic TA, and he made my experience in Econ 1120 extremely enjoyable. Every TA section, Andrew was
extremely prepared, and explained tough economic concepts (especially ones that I sometimes had a hard time understanding in lecture) in
extremely clear and concise ways. He was also extremely patient, and took the time to answer all of my and my classmates' questions-and to
make sure that we understood his explanation.
61077. The specific TA is very good but overall evaluating the TAs one could argue that there is need for more engagement with the students
and since the number of students taking this course is enormous they should provide more office hours each because it is not possible to
handle many students questions in only 50' time. Also, there is need to diversify the discussion sessions material as explained above.
61071. Andrew is an excellent TA who is able to clearly articulate course material. He is enthusiastic about the subject and gives section a
pleasant atmosphere. My only suggestion would be that it's not a huge deal if we don't get through an entire handout, and sometimes it felt a
bit rushed at the end in the interest of finishing. I think section is most valuable when pace is not a stressor, and if a long time is taken on a
particular question, it's probably because students have a lot of questions on it.
61090. Andrew is a really good teacher and helped me understand so much when I was very confused.
61072. Andrew is a great TA. He is very prepared and patient all the time.
61070. 61092. Andrew was an excellent TA. Not only did he approach our class with knowledge and great helpfulness, but he also demonstrated a
willingness and ability to improve. After he received our feedback from mid-semester evaluations, he made intentional effort to ensure that
students felt comfortable asking questions in class.
61110. N/A

Andrew J. Fieldhouse
Cornell University Teaching Assistant Evaluations
Introductory Macroeconomics, Professor Arnab Basu (Spring 2018)
Cornell University
Course Evaluation Response Summary
Semester: Spring 2018
Course Owner: All
Courses:
ECON 1120
DIS 274
DIS 275

Cornell University
Course Evaluation Response Summary
Semester: Spring 2018 Course Owner: All
Course: N/A
CID: N/A
Title: N/A
Instructor: N/A
44 Responses, 86 Enrolled, 51.16% Response

The following questions are to be answered using a 5 point scale, where "1"
and "5" will be defined and "3" always stands for the midpoint. For example,
if a course is slightly below the midpoint in a given aspect, mark "2" for
that item. Only one response is allowed for each question.
RATING SCALE 1= Defined extreme
2=
3= Midpoint
4=
5= Defined extreme
Question

Mean StDevP Count 1 2 3

4

5

N01. Do you feel that the TA chose material that was valuable and appropriate?
1 = inappropriate, e.g., too difficult, too easy
5 = just right

4.79

0.46

39

0 0 1

6 32

N02. How well was the TA's presentation of material organized?
1 = congested; disorganized
5 = clear; concise

4.74

0.58

39

0 1 0

7 31

N03. Was there ample opportunity to ask questions in sections?
1 = no opportunity
5 = ample chance

4.70

0.6

40

0 1 0

9 30

N04. Was the TA willing to provide help for the students who needed it?
1 = seemed unwilling to help
5 = seemed interested in being helpful

4.85

0.42

40

0 0 1

4 35

N05. Was the TA able to explain difficult material clearly and concisely?
1 = not at all
5 = extremely well

4.69

0.64

39

0 1 1

7 30

N06. How much did you learn from the discussion sections?
1 = nothing
5 = a great deal

4.53

0.71

38

0 1 2 11 24

N07. Did the TA hold regular office hours and make accommodations for those students
who could not come at the scheduled times?
1 = missed office hours regularly and was not accommodating to
students with conflicts
5 = held regular office hours and was accommodating to students with
time conflicts

4.59

0.73

34

0 1 2

7 24

N08. The TA deserves an overall rating of:
1 = a very poor TA
5 = an excellent TA

4.78

0.56

40

0 1 0

6 33

Cornell University
Course Evaluation Response Summary
Semester: Spring 2018 Course Owner: All
Course: N/A
CID: N/A
Title: N/A
Instructor: N/A
44 Responses, 86 Enrolled, 51.16% Response

C01. What do you feel was the most valued part of the sections?
26770. explaining stuff slower than it is in lecture
29977. The learning of information for students.
33011. really great instructor - the handouts were effective in reinforcing information learned and lecture and the TA explained concepts very
well
19852. I felt the sections helped me understand material that I found to be harder to learn in a large lecture.
2715. It was very nice to be exposed to exam problems during the time when we're first learning the content.
35461. I was able to understand important concepts much better in the discussion section than I was in the lectures. In discussion concepts
were taught much more concisely and related to problems from previous tests, so the concepts seemed less abstract.
35379. He explained everything clearly and with passion.
16000. Going over past exam problems to understand how the class concepts can be applied to tests.
35415. Going over practice problems
29664. More detailed explanation of concepts covered in lecture.
39815. -He explained the concepts of macro very clearly
5714. How well Andrew interacted with Students.
12637. The explanations of the questions done in class were always very clear.
5716. When we used the concepts that he went over in the beginning of the section to answer example test questions.
39790. N/A
22796. I think Andrew gave an excellent overview of what the main points of this class were.
32539. The review of topics covered each week in lectures
35429. Didn't attend
9161. Getting a different source to learn from helped me understand macro a lot better.
35434. Working through problems as a group. Andrew was great at explaining the material needed to answer a question and then guiding us
through the process.
9450. He was incredible. He went over all the topics clearly and concisely and would stop to explain further if someone didn't understand. He
made worksheets for every section with practice questions that were really helpful.
23287. Going through longer problem to demonstrate the mathematical processes was very helpful
12939. The attendance points.
16313. We would do a minimal amount of problems during section, so Andrew the TA had ample time to walk through everything slowly and
clearly
16355. Helped explain the main points
16415. He would explain the reasoning behind problem solving and concepts so it made more sense. Went through problems very thoroughly
so we could replicate them in the future.
16308. The ability to ask questions in a smaller classroom setting and working on past prelim questions were the most beneficial parts of the
sections.
12847. Going through the big concepts and exam questions
6107. I like how Andrew always recapped the lecture material. It helps me understand the material from a different point of view.

Cornell University
Course Evaluation Response Summary
Semester: Spring 2018 Course Owner: All
Course: N/A
CID: N/A
Title: N/A
Instructor: N/A
44 Responses, 86 Enrolled, 51.16% Response

C02. What do you feel is the least valued part of the sections?
26770. it was at 9am so i was tired
29977. Time.
19852. At times the same types of problems may have been overly stressed.
2715. Small issue, but it would be much more efficient to give exams back during discussion. It was complete chaos giving the exams back
during lecture.
35461. I valued everything we learned in discussion.
16000. N/A
39815. -They were only once a week
5714. How much they help explain material.
12637. Sometimes the explanations were a little slow
5716. Sometimes it felt like we spent too much time going over certain concepts.
39790. N/A
22796. I don't really think there was anything not of value. Time was used well, and I felt like I gained a better understanding of the material
every time I left the classroom.
32539. The problem solving, if nobody spoke up the TA would just solve them for us without prompting.
35429. Didn't attend
9161. The multiple choice review questions
35434. N/A
9450. Nothing - it was great!
23287. Some of the multiple choice could be a little banal, but it was not a big deal.
12939. I don't think the sections were valued whatsoever.
16313. n/a
16355. None
6107. Nothing. Everything was valuable from section.

Cornell University
Course Evaluation Response Summary
Semester: Spring 2018 Course Owner: All
Course: N/A
CID: N/A
Title: N/A
Instructor: N/A
44 Responses, 86 Enrolled, 51.16% Response

C03. What improvements (if any) should be made to the sections?
26770. nah
29977. N/A
19852. Possibly structure them based off of what students are finding to be particularly difficult.
2715. n/a
35461. I think more student participation in sections would be better, but this can be hard if students aren't willing/wanting to talk.
35379. None. He was great!
16000. Maybe take less time to ask the class questions since most students were inattentive.
35415. None
29664. If Andrew could use mathematical notation consistent with the standard, it would make it easier to follow his notes on the board.
39815. -Maybe offer section more than once a week
5714. None, did a great job.
12637. None
5716. None
39790. N/A
32539. Give us all a few minutes to try and solve the questions without guidance before the TA covers the solution.
35429. Didn't attend
9161. None
35434. I personally feel that the format of review and group questions is the best to aid in understanding
9450. None
23287. N/A
12939. More organization, better explanations, more time to ask questions
16355. None
16415. Sometimes would go a little too slow.
6107. No improvements.

Cornell University
Course Evaluation Response Summary
Semester: Spring 2018 Course Owner: All
Course: N/A
CID: N/A
Title: N/A
Instructor: N/A
44 Responses, 86 Enrolled, 51.16% Response

C04. General critique
26770. andrew is pretty good
29977. Andrew was very helpful and assisstive, and did everything he could to help students understand content. He has a knack for
explaining topics and answering questions.
1481. The TA helped me a lot in understanding how to do the problems that would show up on exams.
33011. really great job, one of the best TAs I've had at Cornell
19852. Structure and goals of discussion were a little restricted based off of course guidelines. Otherwise, he was a great TA who was very
knowledgeable and clear.
2715. Pretty frequently discussion ran over, making me late for my next class.
35461. This discussion section was very useful to my learning!
16000. Andrew did a great job as a TA. I felt a lot more confident with the material after discussion sections, and he was always willing to
answer questions during section.
35415. Very helpful
39815. -Awesome TA and he is one of the main reasons I am doing well in this course

5714. None, did a great job.
12637. Good TA and helpful complement to lecture
39790. N/A
32539. N/A
35429. N/A
9161. Discussion section was perfect for me this semester, it provided me with an opportunity to learn things I did not understand fully in
lecture as well as fine tune skills pertaining to concepts I had a better understanding of.
35420. Andrew Fieldhouse is a world-class TA. He not only has a strong command of the subject of macroeconomics but also is genuinely
enthusiastic about the topic matter. He is hands down the best TA I have had to date at Cornell.
9450. He was awesome! An amazing TA
23287. Andrew was extremely well organized and helpful. I thought he was a great TA.
12939. Sections generally were not very helpful. We often did not get through all of the questions.
16355. None
16415. Outstanding explaining of materials. Stimulated my interest in many of the topics.
16308. Overall, I don't think there is much that can be changed to improve the section. Andrew was a good instructor and ran the section very
well.
6107. Sections were extremely helpful in my understanding of the material and in my ability to solve problems.

